This paper presents the development of a method for the calculation of (WRF), using images acquired from a camera. The method is used to identify multiple, randomly placed, similar objects from the consumer goods industry. The geometry and the intensity differences among multiple points are used for the identification, due to -discrete characteristics. All the general (e.g. orientation) and special (e.g. visible side) purpose features are identified. It was implemented within a software tool using MATLAB and tested in the case of shaver
Introduction
The fast and effective identification of f f identical objects that are randomly oriented in a working area with the help of vision systems still constitutes a problem
The problem becomes further complicated depending each time on the nature (shape, material, color etc.) of the parts that have to be recognized. Besides, the requirements for fast recognition are directly connected with the production rate that is expected to increase with the introduction of robotic equipment in modern production lines.
Visual servoing (VS) or in other words Vision-Based Robot Control is a technique which uses feedback information extracted from a vision sensor to control the motion of a robot, usually for correcting the Tool Center Point (TCP) position and orientation via the closed-loop control schema [1] [2] . The most common techniques used for VS are presented in [3] [4] [5] . These techniques are used to supplement the operation of both single arm robot applications as well as dual arm robot manipulators. Such systems can be classified in three simple categories namely; image based [6] [7] , position based and hybrid methods. The image based techniques focus on finding the differences between observed and desired position of specific features in the 2D image plane rapidly, without the need for pose estimating. The differences in 3D space are calculated in the position based methods, using the 3D model of the object to calculate the location of some of the object features as well as for estimating its pose. On the other side, hybrid approaches use some combinations of the 2D and 3D servoing [5] . Vahrenkamp et al. [8] presented the use of an active vision system placed on a humanoid head for observing the workspace and applying position based visual servoing for achieving reactive positioning of the two hands. Han et al. in [9] [10] have used Image Based Visual Servoing techniques with a camera-in-hand system for controlling a dual arm assembly robot.
With respect to the placement of the vision equipment within the workplace a further characterization can be made as: a) end-effector mounted or eye-in-hand system with the camera mounted on the robot end effector [11] [12], b) fixed in the workspace [7] [13] and c) active head systems with limited flexibility on translating and rotating [2] [14] [15] . Wang et al. in [16] proposed a synergetic pattern recognition method based on a robotic vision system for manipulation in automated flexible manufacturing environments. The method is based on patterns, using simultaneous image preprocessing for handling issues like rotation, pattern translation, orientation and so on. A robust framework for visually detecting objects that are found in the field of view was presented in [17] , by introducing a number of subsampling optimization schemes in order to achieve identification within the real-time limits of visual servoing systems. The identification analysis relies on the pixel frame analysis based on background and next time figures. Moreover, Lippiello et al. [7] presented an enhanced vision system, which was developed and interfaced with RePLiCS (REal-time PrismaLab LInux Control System) in order to manage a multi-camera visual system. This system is designed to perform visual pose (position and orientation) estimation of a moving object with known geometry.
Kruger et al. [19] described an Imaged based 3D system for supervising the shared workspace of human and robot. The implementation of this system was based on three RGB cameras connected directly to three PCs for calculating 2D data that are used for the reconstruction of the 3D scene model of the space under supervision. The Image Processing system that was developed was able to identify the human presence into the space by utilizing patterns that are applied in the robot with reflecting tags.
Another approach in object recognition for f f applying quality inspection in the shapes of physical objects is presented in [20] . The measurement technique that was developed utilized a robot-guided laser scanning device for automatically reconstructing of 3D complex geometries. Feeding problems are reviewed in [21] , where some examples that have been developed are presented.
small parts in large volume production , taking into consideration that relevant problems have used also vision system for the components identification.
The image based vision system that is presented in identifying specific features for identical shapes (shaver handles). The methods that are used for calculating the required features are based on the specific geometry and pose of f f the shaver handles, analysing for each of them the geometrical features and the intensity values. It is envisaged that the system can be implemented as a robust visual servoing system for articulated robots in the future work.
Problem definition
The consumer goods industry faces the lack of flexible and fast automation solutions that will at the same time allow to cope with the high production rates. More specifically, the problem is the high speed handling and feeding of parts imposes dedicated equipment like feeder bowls, characterized as noisy, expensive and product specific equipment. To overcome this issue, robotic equipment can be used but the real time vision requirements for high speed production need to be met. Concerning the real time vision requirements, the ability to have fast and effective recognition is an important issue that can affect the productivity, positive or negative. For the image based system that is presented in this paper, the recognition of specific geometry, pose and color is one of the issues that can increase the time of processing in contrast for example to single parts (e.g. same color balls ).
To cater for these requirements and focusing in the shavers production industry, the discussed approach aspires to replace the manually or semi-automated ways for handles feeding and packaging ( fig. 1 (a),(b)), by fully robotized lines equipped with vision sensors. So far, vision applications are usually aimed at industrial applications such as quality assurance, part selection, defect detection etc. Based on these cases, the performance of vision systems seems promising for providing reliable solutions for the fast and cost effective recognition of multiple parts, thus enabling the high speed handling of shaver handles by low payload 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) articulated robots.
To address the aforementioned problem, the proposed system is a 2D-Image based vision system is proposed --which is equipped with an intelligent image analysis and part detection algorithm that was developed in MATLAB®. The latter is able to carry out image processing activities by combining geometrical pattern analysis and application of contrast measurements that allow the calculation of the coordinates for specific Points of Interest (POI) on the object. These coordinates are calculated with respect to a known reference frame that further allows the calculation of the coordinates that are required by the robot to successfully carry out the handling tasks. The high production rate of 100 parts per minutes imposes the need for fast part detection and pose estimation and therefore the use of slow 3D scanning system is not viable. Instead, the use of the for supplementing the measurement by the 2D system with information regarding the 3 rd coordinate of the identified POIs thus minimizing the computational time. As will be demonstrated in the next section, the algorithm is capable of performing the detection of the part itself, the estimation of its pose as well as the calculation of the 3D space coordinates of POIs that are necessary to achieve the picking up by the robot.
Vision System Algorithm Description
The steps that are followed by the discussed algorithm are illustrated in fig. 4 [18], images are imported into MATLAB. Following, the algorithm performs the processing, recognition and 3D measurement for a single point which physically lies on the top of the shaver handle and which will be called as the (or estimated point) from now ( fig. 3 ). Based on the geometry of the particular shaver handle three different poses can be observed after it is randomly dropped on a flat surface as shown in fig. 2 . These poses namely from left to right: back up, laying on its side and back down ( fig. 2 )-will need to be handled by the vision system and eventually the handling robot in order to achieve the picking up of any shaver handle. If both three differences are larger than 25 in the 24-bit RGB colour image, then the handle is lying with its back towards the floor (back down case); in other case the back of the handle is facing upwards. For the back down side, using non-absolute differences between the two middle points, the head of the handle is computed as the point with highest contrast value. The estimation of the real world 3D coordinates for the specific point is the final target of this method. The next step is to transform the measurements from the reference frame which resides on the image plane to the new image plane reference frame with CC point to be the centre ( fig. 5 ), using the following equation: The principal point (CC) projection on the surface that the object is laying on, considering the pinhole model, is the world reference frame. Any user defined frame can be used as a world frame, with the help of the appropriate transformation. The transformation that gives the WRF coordinates with respect to the image plane reference system is presented in the following equation:
Where: Zc: is the distance from the horizontal measurement surface (in our case the conveyor) sensor surface (Zc=415mm) f:is the focal length of the camera used (f=7.1mm)
Using this equation t are estimated for each individual part by the vision hod that has been implemented in the form of a software application. The pre-defined geometry of these objects (handles) enables the use of the CAD files, in order to calculate the 3rd WRF coordinate with respect to the surface that the handles lay on. For the three different cases as presented in (fig. 2 ), the estimated point in z axis (3 rd coordinate) has a specific value estimated from the CAD files of the handles.
System Implementation & Case Study
The two scenarios presented in fig. 1 , are implemented as follows in the working cell: 2 SmartSix Comau Robots are placed in front of the feeding conveyor at a distance of 1 meter ( fig. 6 (b) ). The conveyor is travelling at a speed of 60mm/s allowing for a production rate of 100 parts per minute. A track conveyor will be used for placing the recognized object from the 2D vision system on it in the part feeding scenario while the part packaging scenario will use trays for placing the part on them in a specific orientation. At the current stage the focus is given on the vision system itself and on the evaluation of its performance in terms of time and reliability. The execution of the handling scenarios by the two robots is an ongoing process. For the camera setup, a high resolution (2MP) vision camera (Basler A641FC) is used as which is equipped with 1/1.8 CCD colour image sensor at a maximum resolution of 1624x1234 pixels. As shown in fig. 6(a) , the camera is mounted on a fixed distance from the conveyor (called Zc=41.5mm) focal length is 7.1 mm and is equipped with a Computar M0814-MP2 lens which supports manual iris and focus control. fig. 6 System setup
The Image based vision system abilities were tested in static conveyor for the recognition of multiple identical parts in the field of view. The results are presented with examples in sections 5.1 & 5.2.
Results

Results of Recognition o
The image based vision system that was described in section 3, was applied in the image of fig. 7 The measurements from the example application are summarized in the following table. The total time for performing the recognition of the objects was measured at 6.090242 sec. The results from this analysis will be used in future work for implementing the image based visual servoing, in order to guide the robots to handle the shavers in the computed points at near real time.
Accuracy and Errors
The X and Y axis coordinates that were calculated with the use of this method were compared with the real point coordinates as measured with the help of a millimeter paper that was placed in the working area. The relative error in x and y axes is presented in fig. 8 .
fig. 8 Relative error in X axis and in Y axis
The average relative errors in the two axes are respectively 1.975% in x and 3.572 % in y axis. From an application point of view these errors will affect the ability of the gripping device to accurately approach, pick and eventually handle the shavers in the desired manner.
Conclusion
The proposed system has the advantage of an image based vision system with respect to speed but also exploits the use of CAD to provide estimation for the 3D coordinates of any POI. Currently the observed disadvantage is identified in the use of contrast values to perform the measurement resulting in a significant increase in the computation time. In its current form, the method forces the algorithm to read numerous times the contrast values of the desired points, in order to correctly identify the desired point and then determine the pose of the object, in order to return the 3rd coordinate.
Future Work
For the future work, the system will be modified appropriately for finding the desired points and complete the handling process, in a moving conveyor. The challenges that occur for this kind of vision system concern not only the fast recognition and computation of the 3D coordinates of the required points, but also the consideration of real life problems such as the existence of dust, need for extra lighting, distortions, etc. that are common in industrial facilities as well as the effect of shiny surfaces that cause light reflections and even occlusions (especially in moving conveyor).
The fact that the accuracy of the results during the computation of the x and y axis coordinates in each image remains at high levels, is also an area for future work. Experiments will also conducted to test the accuracy of the 3D coordinates calculation and how the data that will be sent to the robot TCP (tool center point) will be handled to achieve synchronization with the moving conveyor. The final aim of the experiments under the AUTORECON will be to provide a robust and efficient vision system that will be able to guide the two robots to handle the object at a rate of 100 parts/minute (60 objects/ minute for each robot).
